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To first-time campers and staff CAMP is a BIG
PUZZLE! Yes, even to those who have been
attending CAMP for many years tend to ask, “How
does this strange entity work so smoothly? -and year after year become an even more Thing of
Beauty?” Our theme this year answers that question
so perfectly! Though each of us arrives here so
different from one another, and indeed do remain
different, in a very short time we become a part of a
very beautiful picture! which is hard to explain, but
none- the- less true! CAMP is indeed a beautiful
picture, and it happens because each of us bring our
individual talents and abilities to make it work. Jesus
instructed us to “Love One Another” (His only
commandment to us!) At CAMP we come very
close to achieving this goal by “finding our piece of
the puzzle to make the picture beautiful.”
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“I don’t know where I’m going, but I’m on my
way!” ______________Voltaire
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